Retail Promotion Solution
DEVELOPED BY

Business Case
1

Increase Sales By Creating Paths-To-Purchase
Companies look for ways to grow their business and to successfully compete.

2

Reach Customers The Way They Want To Be

3

Renew Brand Awareness In Real Time

4

SPOT Coupon / Promotion Platform

Customers are changing their preferences and if you don’t adapt, you’ll lose.
They want discounts delivered to their smart phones that are personalized to
their needs and wants.

You must keep your brand in front of your customer or they’ll forget you.

High ROI of Marketing
Marketing cost is much lower to reach your customers.

5

Social Media Outreach - Automated Facebook Ad Integration
Push select promotions to Facebook Ads using a SPOT integrated feature.

What Shoppers Want
1

Personalization
Shoppers are tired of getting SPAM offers that they are not
interested in.
Research shows that 63% of shoppers WANT you to narrow offers
to their own preferences. Retail Dive

2

Discounts
Research shows that customers will switch brands to get a better
price.
Research shows that 66% of millennials will change brands for a
discount. Forbes

3

Text/SMS Notifications
No one reads email anymore.
Research reveals that 25% of consumers redeem coupons they
request via text within three days and 60% tell us that they redeem
within a week. 2018 Mobile Coupon Survey

4

Social
Everyone loves to share a good deal, something cool, or something
we think our friend needs. Grow your customer base thru sharing.

You Can Deliver What Shoppers Want With SPOT
1

Collect Better Data
Junk-in, junk out is a common term in software
development because software can only use data to

power tasks, not manufacture it.
Many apps are now asking users for everything
from their chest size to manufacture a custom shirt
to how many times a year she/he buys a gift. It’s
time for all retailers to collect more, accurate data.
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Do More with Your Data
Artificial Intelligence is how you use your data
smartly by analyzing and comparing customer sales
history, preferences, and interactions.
After analysis, you can broaden and extend your
customer outreach both online and instore, using
personalized offers, at the right time, and in the
right way.

Put your
customer data, an
asset, to work for
growing your
bottom line.

Data is Everything
SPOT uses customer shopping history providing
new options in promotional targeting:

Better data; more sales.

1

Shopping Habits – time of month,
sale or full price, product types,
lifecycle replacement, price barrier,
proclivity toward sales items

2

Style – Luxury, casual, foreign,
religious, conservative, bold, size
(purchased items can reveal style
preferences.)

3

Demographics – The usual – gender,
age, interests, etc.

How it Works
SAP S/4HANA or a non-SAP
ERP Supplies the Master Data
& Sales Data

SPOT Add-on Accesses and
Leverages Your Master Data &
Sales Data

Smart
Targeting
Through
Smart
Analysis

1

Integration with your SAP Master Data
and POS Sales Data.

OR
2

Accessing your master data from any ERP
and POS Sales Data.

The SPOT platform pulls the data from the
SAP platform, analyzes and utilizes it to
personalize and push promotions to your
customers, using AI.

SPOT Is The Digital Pipeline To Your Customer

Adapt to your Customer’s Shopping Habits

‘Smart Promotions’ – How Smart?
1

So smart that SPOT uses a customer’s buying
patterns to recommend a promotion

2

And create a promotion on the fly from SPOT’s
recommendations

3

In SPOT, our bots can automate the above process
or customize it based upon the most recent
purchase, specific to each shopper

Click to Watch Video

Move More Products; Expand Sales
Once you start with SPOT you will find creative ways to move more product in-store and online.

1

Move Aged & Slow Seller Inventory
When you have inventory that is not moving quickly enough and taking up
space, push targeted promotions to consumers that are most likely to purchase.

2

Sell More Products That Have Great Conversion.
When you have a winner, push more faster to ensure a spike in sales.

3

New Product Introductions
Early adopters will be delighted to see new product introductions

4

Make Your Loss Leaders Effective
Customers with-in a geo-fence will be more inclined to visit the stores

5

Omni-Channel Sales
Customers want a similar shopping experience, whether in-store or online. Text
message can also lead to online sales.

6 Upsell & Cross-Sell
Combine categories to increase ticket size

FAQ’s
Q: What are the benefits of SPOT specifically?
A. Only SPOT gives you the power to reach your customers in proximity to your store to steer them in.
Q: How long does it take to get up and running?
A. After we have your data, we can start pushing promotions within weeks.
Q: Can SPOT push excess stock for us?
A. Yes, SPOT can provide product promotions by any criteria you choose.

CONTACT US
SpotCoupons.com

(888) SAP-24X7

